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Revolutionizing Mobility Trends in LA

William Kehoe Chief Information Officer for Los Angeles County
presented to the Board of Supervisors on March 5, 2019, highlighting
one of our high priority goals in the County’s Enterprise IT Strategic
Plan surrounding mobility. He expressed our excitement to support
Los Angeles County’s move into Mobility and create, “a dynamic
forward-looking workplace that employees can go where it doesn’t
feel or have that culture of static workplace we traditionally have…”
Benefits of Mobility
Telework Opportunities
Boost Workplace Agility
Increases Employee Morale
Increased Employee Availability
Real-Time Data Capture
Enhanced Communication

“I was given the opportunity to understand
the benefits of mobility first-hand when I
volunteered for the Woolsey Fire Disaster
Support Center without missing out on any
deliverables or meetings thanks to my
mobility options, such as my laptop and
Skype.” Sylvia Boyadzhyan (CIO
Communication Manager)

Goodbyes & Hellos at OCIO

“The best part of life’s journey… is who you
get to share it with”. Thank you OCIO for
being part of my journey. I will miss you all!!
– Laura Curry

LA County CIO’s Teaming Up!
The 2019 Digital Counties Survey was released and the LA County
Office of the Chief Information Officer (OCIO) is leading the effort to
have LA County be recognized as a top Digital County in the Country.
Utilizing mobile opportunities, such as Skype meetings and Microsoft
Teams with upgraded items like laptops, tablets, and smartphones
has heightened the engagement level of preoccupied CIO’s from
various departments. This upgrade in our mobility stance in LA
County has created a simple straight-forward approach for all
collaborative efforts.
Being able to connect with various department CIO’s so easily has
made recording and highlighting this year’s Countywide
technological advancements a breeze.

“I am excited to be part of the team to
breakdown the barriers between
departments and make a meaningful
change to how data contributes to
decision-making and betterment of LA
County residents.” – Chun Liu

LA County Office of the Chief Information Officer

#CIOdoings

